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The fast food industry in Hong Kong has been growing
very rapidly in past several years. Many investors enter
into the market for gaining a profit by implementing
appealing and innovative marketing strategies. Returned to
Hong Kong after its failure in 1975, Kentucky Fried Chicken,
facing a competitive environment, targets at customers aged
20-39. Since young people aged under 19 are the heavy
consumers of fast food, it may be an opportunity for the
chain to expand its target market to this young age group.
This research is to study its potential to develop the
new market segment. The findings indicate that purchasing
fast food is part of the young people's life style. Western
food is popular and their purchasing power is high. In
addition, they have favorable attitudes to fried chicken.
With the potential to gain larger market share by.
exploring new segment, Kentucky Fried Chicken is recommended
to introduce more new food items at a more competitive
pricing, to strengthen its distribution network by opening
more branches at convenient location and to enhance its
product identity and awareness by promotion and advertising.
In the dynamic business environment, regular control and
appropriate modifications are necessary and essential. The
details are given in the report.
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Numerous problems may be met in the implementation of
the proposed strategic recommendations. Money may be the
most critical issue. If the management has the confidence
in Kentucky Fried Chicken's potential, it should see the
opportunity as a long term investment and thus act
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In recent years, the fast food business has been growing
rapidly. Despite the increasing number of outlets, the sales figures
have also increased significantly. In the USA, the fast food
business accounts for about 40 percent of the total food and
restaurant industry sales. In Hong Kong, it is only 7 percent. The
average growth rate of the sales volume for fast food is 14.1 percent
whereas that for the total food and restaurant industry is only 8.4
1
percent. This reflects the fact that the fast food business has a
great market potential in Hong Kong.
Locally, the tast tooci business is very competitive. It is
divided into two types: local investment eg. Cafe de Coral and the
Maxim's groups and the international brand chain stores eg. McDonald
and Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC). Since the 70's, many internatonal
chains have tried to establish their business in Hong Kong. Yet,
with the exception of the fantastic success of McDonald, many found
great constraints on further expansion. Some were even forced to
close down. (eg. Long John Silver in 1985, the White Castle and the
International Daily Queen)
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經 濟 縱 橫'Fast Food Company Goes Public,' (September
1986), p.30
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Among them, Kentucky Fried Chicken is unusual. It was the first
international brand ever introduced into Hong Kong. It started in
1973. After opening 15 stores, it suddenly closed its business in
1975. The failure, to many experienced executives, was due to mis-
management, over-pricing and more important, the lack of appeal or
inducement of fried frozen chicken to Chinese people in Hong Kong.
Ten years later, in September 1985, Kentucky Fried Chicken
returned. It is desired to explore the impacts of KFC's previous
failure on its present strategies and on the consumers' perceptions
towards KFC. KFC's efforts on eliminating past weaknesses and
establishing a new image are certainly very interesting and thus
induce this study on Kentucky Fried Chicken.
From the discussion with KFC management people, it is learned
that KFC plans to have ten stores operating by the end of 1987. The
target market people are aged between 20 to 39 and they all have a
household income over $6,000 per month. Each store is decorated to
project an image of an up-scaled restaurant which offers a wide range
of KFC's packages and side items at high prices.
There are some reservations with respect to KFC's target market.
Firstly, it is not likely for high income Chinese people to have
lunch or dinner in fast food stores. It is rather their children who
enjoy the services of fast food stores. Children can be significant
influencers on adults' decision making. Teenagers from middle-class
or higher income family will have high purchasing power and may be
a great market for KFC.
Secondly, Survey Research (HK) Ltd.'s studies conclude that the
hard-core market for fast food are people from 12 to 39 years old.
It was also found in a survey that 50 percent of the respondents who
2
have visited a fast food store in one week were aged from 9 to 19.
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Thirdly, it is reasoned that KFC, to develop or expand on more
balanced ground, would gain much in expanding its target market to
teenagers and family groups as well. Kentucky Fried Chicken is also
looking for information on these areas.
Therefore, it is proposed to study the market potential of the
teenagers and family groups to KFC and to follow up with a set of
recommendations for KFC's marketing issues.
Problem Statement
Should Kentucky Fried Chicken expand its target market to people
aged from nine to nineteen?
Report Organization
To prepare a thorough report for KFC, this paper will be focused
on Four parts whcih are tightly linked to give a depth analysis on
the market conditions, the fast food business and the set of
marketing-mix recommended to KFC to develop the suggested target
market segment.
The first part will dicsuss the Four main profiles: market,
coupetitors, customers and the company. These will figure out the
fast food market and highlight the areas relevant for KFC's market
positioning. The reasoning behind our suggestion for target market
expansion would be elaborated in greater details. A summary
concluding these profiles would be put at the end. It would also
2
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Reporter, (November 1979), p.9.
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pinpoint the additional information required for KFC to further
consider the feasibility of target market expansion.
The second part would deal with the methodology employed in
collecting market information in considering the expansion
feasibility which, if truned out to be affirmative, the information
thus collected would be inputs for constructing the new marketing-mix
for the extended target market segment.
The third part is essentially a summary of the research findings.
The findings would be further refined to single out the important
aspects for planning KFC new marketing-mix.
The fourth, and the final part would be a detailed breakdown of
the recommended markeitng-mix which consists of Pricing, Product,
Distribution, Promotion and the Sales Force of the KFC. These
functional areas would be organized, coordinated to achieve the
objective of trapping the target market. To ensure the plans
implemented properly, a set of control mechanisms are also suggested
for the management people to review.
It is expected that through such an organization, readers can
efficiently follow the themes and reasoning of the report. This will
enable them having a better understanding of the fast food market and
catching the essential elements in building our recommendations and
implementing them.
To start with, the following four chapters would be the analysis
of the market profile, competitors profile, customers profile and the
company. These profile reports would help the readers to grasp the
characteristics of the present fast food market. These include the
market trend analysis, market opportunities and threats, conditions
of the competitors. These would help the management people to locate
5
KFC's positioning in the market so as to achieve better performance.
The customers' life style and habits in visiting fast food store and
KFC's in strengths and weaknesses would also be imperative to study
in order to acquire sufficient and solid information to determine
other information needed in designing the new marketing mix for KFC.
6CHAPTER II
MARKET PROFILE
Prior to exploring particular segments, it is first important to
provide an overview of the recent growth of the fast food sector, its
market size, market segments, customers studies and the opportunities
and threats to the fast food business.
Outstanding Growth of Fast-Food Sector
The food and restaurant industry is well-developed in Hong Kong.
Each year, the average sales volume growth for the industry has
reached 7.1 percent. In 1982 to 1985, the number of establishment
1
increases from 5,048 to 6,462 which represents a 28 percent growth.
Within the industry, the. fast food sector has the highest rate
of growth. Its growth of establishment reaches 38.4 percent. The
sales-volume growth each year is 13.8 percent compared with the 7.1
2
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TABLE 2.2
GRCI'H OF SALES VOLUME INDEX OF
FOOD AND RESTAURANT INDUSTRY BY SECTOR
Sales Volume Index in 1985Sector
($ 1.37 billion 7.3% of the total industry)Fast food







Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics
Note: Take sales volume in 1982 as the base and set at 100.
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Market Size
From Survey Research (HK) syndicated studies, the size of people
visiting fast food store has been relatively stabilized but
maintained at a high percentage. From a survey with a base of
4,471,000, 81 percent of the respondents have accepted and
experienced fast-food services in the past 6 months. This figure
shows that the market size of fast-food sector is very large.
Moreover, the survey's respondents are limited to age over 14.
If we take also the population of children who are target groups of
some major fast-food chains into account, the size of customers for
the sector will be even greater.
Though the market size is relatively stabilized, the outstanding
13.8 percent growth in sales volume of fast-food sector reflected
that the customers are purchasing more services from the fast-food
sector. Firstly, they may have a higher frequency of visits. eg.
not limited to weekdays or lunch time but also at night and weekends.
Secondly, they may now visit fast food store on more different
occasions, eg. for breakfast or dinner as well as for lunch and
snack.
If one takes all these into account, it can be asserted that the
fast food market is a large and growing market but still with room to
explore. As such the possible sales achievable from this market are
growing favourably. These facts constitute great appeal to the fast-
food industry. To further understand the market conditions for fast,
food, the discussions on the general features of the fast-food
industry will be presented in next sections.
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Market Segment
The fast-food market is dominated by people aged from 9 to 24 as
revealed by their frequency of going to a fast-food store.
TABLE 2.3
FREQUENCY OF VISITS TO FAST-FOOD STORE BY AGE







517 1221ONCE A MONTH
38 332524LESS OFTEN
3 8 55NEVER 2
SASE: ALL AGED 9+= 4,471,000
Data expressed in percentage
SOURCE: SRH SYNDICATED STUDIES, 1984
If the respondents are divided into 3 groups:
1. Regular consumers (at least once a week)
2. Moderate consumers (once a month)
3. Light consumers (less often to never)
It is found that
1. People aged from 9 to 24 are the regular consumers of fast-food.
There are 73 percent of them enjoying fast-food service at least once
a month..
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2. The higher income groups tend to consume fast-food services more
readily( 61 percent against 42 percent). This is in contrast witr
the general image of fast-food services as cheap and low-quality.
The phenomena may be explained by the greater concerns on time-
consciousness and demand for efficiency and standard food of the
higher income group.
3. Students (77 percent) are the primary customers for fast-food
services. The white collar market follows closely with 64 percent.
The housewives seem most uninterested in fast-food with only 22
percent using fast-food outlets.
12
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BASE: ALL AGED+= 4,471,000
SOURCE: SRH SYNDICATED STUDIES, 1984
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Market Environment
Hong Kong has been a place of rapid growth for many industries.
This section will discuss the opportunities and threats derived from
the environmental conditions related to the growth of the fast food
market.
Market Opportunities
1. Changing eating habits of the people in Hong Kong
This is prompted by the westernization of the territory's social
environment and particularly the invasion of American fast food.
People are spending more money on eating out for breakfast, lunch and
even dinner. The money is being spent, however, not for a
traditional sit-down Chinese meal, but rather, for a burger, a piece
3
of chicken, or a pizza.
2. Increasing time consciousness of people in Hong Kong
It is well-accepted that Hong Kong is full of busy people. They
are working, doing things against time. They try to accomplish much
within a short time. The demand in effficiency and the resulted
increasing time consciousness has led to the growth of many different
businesses such as: Convenience store like 7-11, the one hour photo-
finishing and more obvious, the fast food business. The fast food
business provides food and services efficiently and saves customers
much time and effort. These merits would certainly appeal to the
4
busy people in Hong Kong.
3
"How The Colonel Sold More Chicken on and try,' Sout China Morning
Post (October 1986)
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3. The betterment of services and food variety of fast food stores
The fast food stores have evolved since the 70's. There are now
international brand chains and local chains whose services are under
strict control and supervision. Each sales person must go through
certain training to ensure courtesy and efficiency. The eating
environment is decorated with relaxing lighting and filled with light
music. These help to attract more people visiting the fast food
5
stores.
4. Limited Area of residential appartments
Hong Kong is densely populated. People tend to go out during
weekends or spare time. Going out would mean expenditure outside.
Many people would have snacks, lunch or even dinner at fast food
stores.
5. Technology betterment
There are advanced equipment and processing methods helping to
retain the freshness and nutrients of canned and frozen food.
Since most fast food products are prepared from canned and frozen
food, this technology betterment would certainly help to improve
public attitude to fast food.
Market Threats
1. Keen competition
There have been findings that the market size of the fast food




快 餐 店 的 管 理 Economic Reporter
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establishment of fast food services as well as other food and
restaurants have disproportionatly increased. Given these
conditions, we can understand that the competition in the market is
indeed very keen. Besides striving for survival aganst other fast
food stores, the fast food sector must also resist the competition
from other restaurants and Chinese restaurants. These harsh market
conditions make the fast food store operations, in particular the new
entries, very difficult. Many small scale fast food stores and even
some international chains were forced to close down due to the keen
competition and mistakes in launching the development plan.
2. Unfavourable attitude to fast food's nutritive values and freshness
Most people, especially the Chinese, regard fast food lacking in
taste culture, freshness and nutritive values. Fast food is
substantially made of canned or frozen materials whcih during
processing, have lost lots of nutritive elements. This attitude,
though somewhat suppressed by fast food's convenience and efficiency,
still in some ways restrain the further growth of the fast food
business.
summary
The fast food market has been growing rapidly and steadily. The
outstanding growth is substantially achieved through encouraging more
consumption on various occasions. The consumption now can be for
breakfast, lunch, afternoon tea and even for dinner.
People aged from 9- 24 are found to be the most regulare
consumers for fast food business. There exists many opportunities,
but competition has turned out to be the most important threat to the
fast food business.
16
In next chapter, we would study the competitors in greater





As mentioned in Chapter II, the market has been growing
rapidly in past few years and thus is profitable. Kentucky
Fried Chicken, as a new comer in the market, is able to gain
a larger share if can compete with its keen competitors such
as McDonald and Cafe De Coral. Thus the evaluation of
competitors cannot be neglected.
With a large market size, the Hong Kong fast food
industry has expectedly attracted numerous local and
overseas investors to enter the market for making profits.
According to statistics, there are about 600 fast food
stores in Hong Kong. Only about 100 are operated by the big
chains. The rest are owned by independent operators. Thus,
the market is increasingly competitive. Basically, the.
competitors can be divided into four sectors according to
their products, namely hamburger, pizza or spaghetti,
chicken and mixed variety. The major competitors in each
sector include the following:
Hamburger: McDonald, Burger King
Pizza or spaghetti: Pizza Hut, Spaghetti House, Chuck' N
Cheese.
18Chicken: Kentucky Fried Chicken
Mixed variety: Maxim's, Cafe De Coral, Cafe De Fairwood
Due to keen competition, many fast food shops closed
dawn in the 1970's and the 1980's. One of them is Kentucky
Fried Chicken which entered into Hong Kong market in 1974
but failed quickly in 1975. The major reason for its
failure is too rapid expansion. In 1985, Kentucky Fried
Chicken come back again and is managed by Swire Marketing &
Co. Ltd.. And now, Kentucky Fried Chicken is the only
chicken specialist in the chicken sector mentioned above.
Long John Silver, a seafood specialist, is another
unsuccessful example. Its failure is mainly due to the low
acceptability of fried seafood among Hong Kong Chinese.
What the Hong Kong people like to eat is steamed fresh
seafood but not fried frozen seafood. However, in Singapore
or in other places, Long John Silver is fairly successful
because its overseas customers welcome the fried seafood and
they like the taste.
The most recent well known failure is suffered by
Wendy's, the American fast-food restaurant chain which has
been successful in Europe, Japan, Korea and Taiwan but not
in Hong Kong. Managed by Wendicorp (Hong Kong) Ltd.,
Wendy's is ascribed the poor location to Tsim Sha Tsui East
where numerous restaurants are located. Another problem with
Wendy's is its limited food variety which is bound by the
franchise. Hamburger which is the major product it offers
19to its customers faces great threat from the keen
competitors, such as McDonald and Burger King.
Among the so many competitors, the top five outstanding
performers are McDonald, Cafe De Coral, Cafe De Fairwood,
Maxim's and Burger King. The common characteristics of
these five competitors is that they are store chains with a
strong distribution network which is a convenience to
customers. The fierce competition force the fast food shops
to set up more branches to gain a larger market share. The
development of chains for some large fast food stores is as
shown in the following table:
TABU 3.1
THE GROWTH OF FAST FOOD SHOP IN
TERMS OF NUMBER OF BRANCHES
. Year to Start No of shops (Years inFast Food Shop
Blanket)
1972Cafe De Coral 17(83) ,25 (85) ,35 (86)




1983Burger King 2 (86.6) ,4 (86.12)
Source: Economic Journal, 23 June, 1986, p. 5.
McDonald is a market leader which enjoys a lion market
share that can be indicated by the high unaided brand
awareness, unaided advertising awareness and large
20
percentage of fast food shop last went in the Survey
Research Hongkong Fast Food Restaurant Survey 1984.
McDonald is successful that its hamburger is very popular.
Although its main target customers are young people, the
unaided brand and advertising awareness among the elder
people aged over 35 are not law at all. The reason for its
success is simple, that is McDonald's hamburger is popular.
However, it is not an easy task to make a Western food item
such popular and acceptable in a competitive environment.
Basically, the chain has four main principles to follow:
Q.S.C.V.. Q is quality of food, S is the staff's service, C
is the cleanliness of store and V is the value of food. In
other words, training, quality control, quality of food and
pricing structure are the four focus areas for the
management.
Cafe De Coral is in the second leading position and
followed by Cafe De Fairwood and Maxim's. These three shops
offering similar product range have very close market
position attracting similar target customers. Different
from McDonald, they attract the clients by wide food
variety, including western and Chinese food. Because of the
competitive environment, Cafe De Coral was the first one to
introduce hot-pot or dinner meal set at reasonable price to
the market in order to meet the customers' needs and
increases the sales in the dinner time. Cafe De Fairwood
and maxim's follow it immediately to gain more market share.
As the other fast food chains, Cafe De Coral increases the
21
annual advertising expenses to maintain and improve its
competitiveness. "Achieving 100 marks for you!" is the
slogan of advertising for this store. Offering quality food
with wide variety at reasonable price is the primary
business strategy. Its annual business turnover is
increasing rapidly from HK$110 million in 1982/83 by 172.7
percent to HK$300 million in 1985/86, with a great net
profit of 15 to 17 percent of total sales.
Maxim's fast food shop is operated by Maxim Group which
aims at business diversification. Its advertising slogan is
"sincere and more variety". It offers more than 10
different types of beverage, 20 to 340 types of snacks and
more than 100 different choices of meal boxes. The chain
emphasizes very much on its services. Therefore, training
is very important. It has set up its in training center.
Before employment and promotion, each worker has to receive
a two-day training course in the center. Since 80 percent
of Maxim's staff are young people whose labor mobility is
relatively higher than the elder staff, the management
always organizes many social functions such as ball games,
swimming gala and party gatherings for them in their leisure
time to increase their sense of belonging to the company.
In regard to the customer profile of each competitors,
McDonald is the only chain that can attract not only young
people but also a substantial proportion of elder people
aged 45 or above.' The customer profiles of Cafe De Fairwood
and Maxim's are more skewed towards the elder group aged
between 25 and 44.
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TABLE 3.2
THE CONSUMER PROFILE OF MCDONALD, CAFE DE CORAL,
CAFE DE FAID AND MAXIM'S
McDonald Cafe De Coral Cafe De Fairwood Maxim'sAge
3.517.7 11.8 13.69-14
15-19 17.010.9 10.7 3.8
25.520-24 13.9 14.4 8.9
25-34 34.619.6 31.6 35.2
10.335-44 23.518.5 26.3
45+ 19.4 9.0 8.0 12.2
213Total 924 187 624
LAST WENT
Source: SRH Fast Food Restaurant Survey 1984,Table 2A.
In summary, the market environment is competitive as
more investors enter the market for gaining a profit. Some
entrants cannot survive because of the mismanagement as some
competitors achieve satisfactory performance with
outstanding marketing strategies. Understanding the
competitors' marketing to improve their performance in the
market, the consumer behavior and consumer profile are fully




It is illustrated from previous two chapters that the fast food
market is very profitable and thus has attracted a large number of
entries. Competition is very keen, but opportunities still exist for
stores with good planning and positioning. To have a thorough
understanding on the fast food market, it is necessary to study the
customer profile as well. 'Why do people go to fast food stores?
What are their life styles? This chapter would focus on these two
areas and elaborate their significance to KFC's business.
The hard core market of fast food services are people from
nine to twenty-four. About 20 percent of the 4,471,000 respondents
in SRH syndicated studies visit a fast food restaurant at least once
a week. Only 19 percent of the people reported never visit a fast
food restaurant.
Reasons for Visiting Fast Food Restaurants
The top four reasons quoted by the respondents as the major
appeals of fast food services are:
1. speed, 55 percent,
2. convenience, 52 percent,
3. children enjoy it, 14 percent,
4. fun to eat there, 7 percent.
To different age groups, the appeals of these factors weigh
24
differently. The people from 9-14 have less concerns on speed (40%)
and convenience (30%), but they have much greater weights on fun to
eat there (19%) and novelty (10%) compared with total respondents'
4 percent. This reflected that people of this age group consider
fast food as a kind of fashion. They are more prone to Western style
of life and new things.
For people aged from 15-24, they ranked speed (71%) and
convenience (62%) extraordinarily high. From Mr. Clint Laurent's
research on life style, people aged from 15-24 are grouped under
Immature Youth for male and Young Trendy for female. People. in these
categories prefer fashionable products and like to try new things.
They place more emphasis on 'Time Value' and 'Westernized products'
and tend to associate Western products with better quality. Mr.
Laurent concluded that these people would be great potential for
fast food services because fast food nowadays are designed and
packaged to fit their values and needs.
For the family groups, 'children enjoy it' is the major reason
for their going to fast food restaurants. This highlighted the high
influencing power of children over their parents or guardians.
Research findings state that children have a greater preference for
fast food than other types of food. They consider fast food
restaurants fun to eat and are impressed by the cartoon advertised by
some fast food restaurants.
Therefore haw to appeal to children so as to draw more family
group customers will be among the major tasks in expanding a fast
food business.
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Life Style of Customers
The life style of the population is becoming more Westernized
and more open than ever. People are now more willing to try new things
and have greater confidence and preference for Western food. The
younger age groups 15-24, as relected from life style studies, are on
the top of the westernization wave. Theyshow greater preference for
efficient and convenient services like fast food. In general, they
like fashionable goods, outings with friends, pop music and listening
to radio.
People in the middle age are more economic and realistic in
style. They show little preference for fast food. They prefer
Chinese food and consider fast food weak in nutrients and tastes
though the efficiency and convenience strengths are impressive. They
are more like the traditional Chinese who have a prejudice against canned
and frozen food. However, upon the westernization wave, they are
less stubborn as older people and tend to try new products especially
those items recommended by others.
.Summary
From the customer studies, the younger age groups, 9-24, are the
core market for fast food services. Children have strong influencing
power over their parents and guardians. On the other hand, people
aged from 30-60 are rather inert to the fast food services. These
data throw some light on KFC's positioning strategy. Since the age
group 30-40 are not fast food advocates, KFC, in allocating its
to twenty-four and family with children.
To plan for KFC's future marketing strategy for the core market,
26
it is imperative to study the present conditions and strategy of the
KFC. The company profile that immediately follows would provide a




To plan for any future expected level of performance, a close
study of the present conditions of the concerned system is a pre-
requisite. The company profile would sum up KFC's present positioning
and its marketing mix in operations.
Kentucky Fried Chicken fastfood restaurants' operations in Hong
Kong are awned by Swire Marketing Ltd. It is based on a licence
contract between KFC International and the Swire Marketing.
The Swire Marketing has learned well from the last Waterloo in
1973 in launching the development plan for KFC in Hong Kong. Instead
of rapid expansion and extravagant expenditure on promotion, the
company adopted a realistic and adatptive approach.
At present, the company has opened five stores., The stores were
opened one by one with a reasonable amount of time in between so that
the human resources demanded would be under management. This gradual
development also allowed the management more time to analyse the
feedback from customers so as to modify and rearrange KFC's
positioning in the market. Also, to ensure each store getting
satisfactory sales volume, each store is located in commercial,
recreational and halfly residential areas where a high customer flow
rate is expected. This is a precious lesson learned from KFC's last
launching in Hong Kong.
The promotional efforts are divided into 4 phases which aim at
raising the awareness on KFC's re-entry, its fried chicken, side item:
28
Products of KFC are substantially fried chicken and other items
typically served in a KFC store. Compared with the food menu of last
entry, the KFCs under Swire Marketing's planning, have succeeded to
diversify its food items to other snacks, desserts and drinks so as to
meet the various needs of customers.
To position KFC in the higher income class, each store is
decorated to provide a comfortable and relaxing environment for
customers enjoying KFC products. Salesforce are all young people who
are trained to provide friendly and detailed services.
Sunrary
From the profiles studies, it can be found that the fast food
market is very competitive despite its rapid and consistent growth in
these years. Many stores, due to mistakes of management people, have
suffered from losses and failure. There are many opportunities in the
market. For companies with good positioning and planning, the fast
food business can be very profitable with a high rate of return.
A good positioning and planning would involve appropriate
identification of target market and elaboration of excellent marketing
mix to appeal to the target market. From market segment and customers
studies, people from 9- 24 are found to be the most regular consumers
of fast food. They have more positive attitude to fast food and are
prone to fast food services. They may be very profitable target
market for KFC. Therefore, KFC should study the feasibility in
expanding the target market. This study should explore these
potential target customers' attitude towards fast food, fried chicken,
and the products and services of KFC, if any. The next chapters would
29





Based on the information analysis in the previous
chapters, the future of fast food industry in Hong Kong is
still promising. In order to survive in the competitive
environment, Kentucky Fried Chicken has to pay great
marketing efforts to explore its potential in the market.
The critical issue of this research is whether Kentucky
Fried Chicken has the potential to expand its target market
to children and teenagers. The following steps of research
are developed and applied to solve the research problem:
1. To define the market potential.
2. To identify the areas of investigation.
3. To work out the methodology to collect the required
information.
4.To analyze the data.
5. To make conclusions and offer recommendations.
Definition of Market Potential
Market potential is a function of market size,
people's attitudes to fast food services, purchasing power,
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behavioral pattern and the perception towards Kentucky Fried
Chicken.
Areas of Investigation
The areas of investigation fall into two categories,
general market and Kentucky Fried Chicken.
General Market
The general market section includes the frequency to
visit fast food shops, fast food shop liked most and
reasons, average spending per visit, occasions to go and
other general purchasing patterns.
Kentucky Fried Chicken
This section includes awareness of Kentucky Fried
Chicken store for all respondents and reasons for visit,
degree of satisfaction to pricing, menu variety, efficiency
of service, taste of chicken and tidiness of store, dislike
about Kentucky Fried Chicken store and likelihood of revisit
and reasons for those who have been ever visited a Kentucky
Fried Chicken store.
Those who are aware but never visited Kentucky Fried
Chicken are asked for reasons why not visiting.
The information on likelihood of ever visiting and
32reasons is collected among those who are not aware of
Kentucky Fried Chicken.
Data Collection
Both primary and secondary sources are used to collect
relevant information.
Sources of Secondary information
Secondary information is obtained from Hong Kong
Government publication such as Census Statistics Report,
the reports from research agencies such as Life Style Report
and the Chinese English newspapers & magazines and the
other publications.
Primary Data Collection
In-depth interviews are conducted with the management
of Kentucky Fried Chicken to understand its business
strategies, management philosophy and opinions on future
market trends and so on. The data collection methods are
different for the two target market groups aged 8 to 12 and
13 to 19. Qualitative focus group techniques are applied to
the younger group whereas the two quantitative surveys,
General Market and Instore Surveys are applied for the elder
age group. A total of four focus groups are carried out.
33Each group consists of six to eight respondents aged 8 to
12, of either sex. The taste trial test of Kentucky Fried
Chicken is also conducted within the group discussion.
One of the quantitative surveys, the General Market
Survey, is conducted among 200 respondents aged between 13
and 19, of either sex, but with the experience of having
visited any fast food shop. The respondents are selected
from the catchment areas of the existing stores, namely
Jordan, Central, Causeway Bay and Shatin. The catchment
area is referred to the geographic area around the store
that the customers come from. Face-to-face interviews are
taken place in two selected convenient spots in each
catchment area. The age and sex of the sample composition
are in proportion to the population statistics of the Census
and Statistics Department with assumption of even
distribution of population within the age group 13 to 19.
Since the incidence of ever visiting Kentucky Fried
Chicken is not high, a supplementary instore survey is also
carried out at New Town Plaza store in order to get a
sufficient data base for analysis. The sample includes 51
respondents aged 13 to 19, of either sex and with the fresh
experience-of making purchase in Kentucky Fried Chicken.
The details of samples are given in the Fieldwork
Report in the Appendix.





According to the methodology specified in the past
chapter, the qualitative research and quantitative surveys
are carried out to collect the relevant information for
analysis. This chapter summarized the findings in the
research.
Qualitative Research Findings
Your focus groups were conducted among children aged
between 8 and 12. The details of the respondents are given
in the fieldwork report in Appendix.
Generally speaking, the findings can be summarized in
the following three areas, general market environment,
market performance of Kentucky Fried Chicken and new ideas
generated from brainstorming.
General Market Environment
1. Going to a fast food shop is part of the children's life.
35They always go the fast food shops, especially the
weekends or on holidays, with their family or friends.
2. Expectedly, the level of awareness of most large
established fast food shops or chains, such as McDonald
and Cafe De Coral is extremely high. Conpared with the
competitors, the brand awareness level for Kentucky Fried
Chicken is not low. However, the advertising awareness
of Kentucky Fried Chicken is fairly poor.
3. Western food, such as French Fries, cold beverage and hot
dogs is very popular among the children. It may be a
very important factor why they are the frequent
customers. Most children like chicken more than
hamburger. Most children do not care so much about
heat which is a Chinese concept referred to the side
effects caused by eating too much fried food. However,
their parents may have great influential per to
discourage their children from eating fried chicken which
they themselves believe are heaty.
The Market Performance of
Kentucky Fried Chicken
1. Though most respondents have heard of Kentucky Fried
Chicken, most of them have never visited its stores. Not
knowing much about this chain and the store location are
their major reasons for never visiting. If the
management has decided to expand the customer base to
this teenage group, it must increase advertising and
promotion to reach them.
362. The results of the taste test of fried chicken are
favorable. The major positive comments include:
a. The skin of chicken is crispy.
b. The taste is good.
c. The chicken meat is tender.
d. The fried chicken is not heaty.
The only negative comments are
a. It is too salty.
b. The physical appearance is not attractive.
3. After the menu is shown, most respondents indicate that
they like most of the food items. The only less popular
item is biscuits. However, nearly everyone commented on
the high pricing which may discourage them from making a
purchase.
New Ideas Generated from Brainstorming
At the end of each focus group discussion, the children
are invited to give constructive suggestions on how Kentucky
Fried Chicken can attract them to make purchase. There are
four main areas for recommendation. Firstly, the children
recommend gift giving after every purchase. Some girls
mention that they like fancy stuffs. Secondly, most of the
respondents are ice cream lovers. Ice cream is a temptation
that cannot be resisted. Kentucky Fried Chicken store can
learn from the experience of Seven-Eleven which has been
very successful to boost up its sales volume by promoting
37soft ice cream as a marketing strategy. Reducing the price
from $2.50 to $1.50 and increasing the quantity from two
circles to three circles are the common strategies now being
used in its promotional campaigns.
The children say that they do not mind consuming ice
cream in cold days. It is always fun to have ice cream no
matter in winter or summer.
In addition, the children, especially the boys,
recommend Kentucky Fried Chicken offer lunch meal box which
includes chicken and rice or spaghetti. It is the rice,
spaghetti or the other cereal products that can fill their
stomachs full. Fourthly, the decoration that is attractive
to children is important. Some respondents said, I can see
interesting decorations like Uncle McDonald, pirates ships
or trams in McDonald's stores, whereas in Kentucky Fried
Chicken stores, the decoration is not attractive at all. I
will go to a Kentucky Fried Chicken store if the decoration
is funny."
Findings of Quantitative Survey
Two quantitative surveys, namely General Market Survey
and Instore Survey were carried out for collecting relevant
information for solving the research problem. The findings
of these surveys are analyzed and summarized below.
38General Market Situation
1. Fast food service is so popular that most respondents
aged 12 to 19 go to fast food shop at least once a week.
No one has never visited any fast food store.
TABLE 7.1
FREQUENCY OF GOING TO FAST FOOD SHOP
ba
isCISFrectuencv
64.6 68.6At least once a week
23.522.3Once every fortnight
5.96.4Once a month
7.0 2.0Less than once every 3 months
200 51Total All respondents
a General Market Survey
b Instore Survey
2. Among the so many competitors in the market, McDonald has
achieved the best performance, followed by Cafe De Coral in
terms of brand awareness and fast food shop went most.













81.7 100.0Kentucky Fried Chicken
51200Total
a General Market Survey
b Instore Survey
TABLE 7.3
FAST FOOD SHOP MOST OFT12 VISITED













3. No matter which fast food shop the teenagers go to most,
the main reasons for going include convenient location,
good taste, wide food variety and efficient service which
are the key words for success.
TABLE 7.4







4. The average spending level per purchase is $12.0 for
General Market Survey and $12.90 for instore research.
5. Most young people have positive comments such as tender
meat and crispy skin of the fried chicken. The only
significant negative comment is heaty.
%
41TABLE 7.5
COMMENTS Cv FRIED CHICKEN AVAILABLE











a General Market Survey
b Instore Survey
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Attitude to KFC's Attributes
The respondents are divided into three groups based on their
experience with KFC. They are people who:
1. have tried KFC products (gerenal market survey and instore survey
2. have heard but never tried KFC products
3 have never heard nor tried KFC.
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Table 7.6
GENERAL PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS
a. General market survey

























Since KFC is set at a higher pricing strategy, it becomes
imperative to investigate the purchasing pcwer of the target
customers on fast food services.
It is found that over 50% of the respondents would spend about
$10 - $20 per visit to a fast food store. The influence of sex, ag
and household income on the spending is negligible.
TABLE 7.7
SPENDING PER VISIT TO FAST FOOD STOR]
OF THE THREE GROUPS OF CUSTOMERS
1. People who have tried KFC
Attributes Arro






































Total 44 41 44 41 28 24 27
2. People who have heard but never tried KFC
Athributes Arrp




































Total 40 36 44 33 30 33 11
Source: General Market Survey
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Respondents Who Have Tried KFC
Frequency of visits to KFC
TABU 7.8
FREQUENCY OF VISITS TO KFC
Instore SurveyGeneral Market Survey
Frequency ($ )($)
ors 116 (32)32 (37.3)
Two to Five Times 22 (44)35 (41.2)
More than Five Times 12 (24)18 (21.5)
Base 50 (100)85 (100
From all who have tried KFC services, about 63 percent of its
customers have repeatedly purchased services from KFC. This high
percentage indirectly implies KFC's strong potentials in attracting
customers' repeat purchases.
Reasons for visiting KFC
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TABLE 7.9
REASONS FOR VISITING KFC




23.01121 28.0Friends like KFC
23.01125.3Convenient Locations 19
35.41715 20.0KFC's Cleanliness
6.313.3 3Family Members like KFC 10
33.31610 13.3Efficient Services
10.3Stylistic Decorations 7 59.3
4.02Fair Pricing 6 8.5
75 48Base
KFC has succeeded to attract many customers who have preference
to chicken. The major merits customers find in KFC include: good
taste, convenient locations and cleanliness.
Reasons like 'Friends like it' and 'Family members like it' worth
attention. The respondents expressed the habits in having outings
with friends and the influence of peers is significant. If KFC can
project itself as a place of fun and relaxation for social gathering,
it would attract more youngsters.
From family member likes it KFC has gained certain family
customers. Efforts should be applied to reinforce KFC appeals to
them.
Fair pricing is ranked least important in both general market
and instore surveys. Yet, cautions should be taken in interpreting
the general suppressed weights on pricing in survey.
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Comment to KFC's selected attributes
GRAPH 1
SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIALS OF RESPONDENTS' ATTITUDE









Remarks:- General Market Survey--- Instore Survey
The values are calculated as the mean of the respondents' scores
1 being very dissatisfied and 5 stands for highly satisfied.
The responses from in-store survey are substantially more
positive to KFC.
Pricing is ranked neutrally, neither negative or positive.
Efficiency and cleanliness attributes of KFC have impressive effects
to customers.
TART.E 7_m
ATTITUDE TV) SRT.Fr.TED ATTRIBUTES OF KFC BY SEX. AGE INCOME
Attribute Total Sex Age Household Income



































































































































































































































Remarks: Attribute score a - very dissatified
Attribute score e - very satisfied
Food items ever tried and
preference rated by Respondents
It is found that Kentucky Fried Chicken (92%), French Fries,
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Scone and Salad remained the top 4 food items tried by customers.
Kenthurger, though introduced recently, has induced a trial rate of
32.9 percent. Dessert, despite the efforts in promotion, has
achieved a relative low trial rate.
Feedback from customers, generally speaking, is quite
encouraging. Kentucky Fried Chicken, being the major food kind, has
only 8.7 percent of feedback falling in the Dislike Category. This
reflected the product has strong appeals to customers.
Despite the low trial rate, customers who have tried Kenthurger
showed preference (83.9%) on the item. Findings from the general
market and in-store survey are rather consistent on the side items,
the feedback are differentiated. French fries, a traditional item of
fast food, is well accepted. Other novel items like dessert, scone
and butter corn are distinguished from the food items offered by the
competitors. therefore, how people rate these products which are
exclusively offered by KFC would throw lights on later product and
promotion design.
It is interpreted from the findings that the customers, on the
whole, have different and even opposite attitudes to these side
items. The in-store surveys show a much more positive ratings on the
side items, especially on the Dessert which is 72.7 percent against
25.9 percent of the general market survey.
Therefore, feedback on the side items are quite inconclusive.
However, owing to the low trial rate and unfovored ratings, promotion
should be directed to encourage the trial rate of side items.




FOOD ITEMS EVER TRIED AND PREFERENCE RATED BY RESPONDENTS
Never 'iriea DislikeFood-Items Tried Like Neutral
Kentucky
Fried-Chicken 92.0 8.0 45.0 46.2 8.7
(98.0) (2.0) (61.2) (36.7) (2.0)
Frenchfries 71.8 28.2 35.5 48.4 16.1
(76.0) (24.0) (38.5) (51.3) (10.3)
Scone 54.1 45.0 20.8 35.4 43.8
(38.0) (62.0) (50.0) (15.0) (35.0)
Salad 51.2 48.8 34.0 36.2 29.8
(48.0) (52.0) (42.3) (26.9) (30.8)
Dessert 27.1 72.9 25.9 51.9 22.2
(18.4) (81.6) (72.7) (18.2) (9.1)
Chicken-
Burger 32.9 67.1 35.5 48.4 16.1
(28.0) (72.0) (50.0) (37.5) (12.5)
Corn 31.8 68.2 36.7 43.3 20.0
(36.0) (64.0) (64.8) (17.6) (17.6)
Base: General market survey 85
In-store survey (51)
Remarks: All figures expressed in percentage
() data from in-store survey, the other from general
market survey
Respondents Who Have Heard But Never Visited KFC
48.2 percent of the respondents who have heard about KFC have
never visited the store. The main reasons are: inconvenient
locations (49.4%) and ignorant of store locations (24%) and finally
high pricing (22.8%).
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These reflected that KFC's distribution network should be
diffused to higher consumer flow areas. Promotion efforts should
make KFC store location eye-catching and easy to access. For the
high pricing issue, though it serves KFC positioning as an up-scale
restaurants, we consider the price range of products can be extended
to a lower starting price. Eg. $9 for an ordinary meal and $12 for
chicken meal including fried chicken, salad and drink. This can be
achieved through introducing new product lines to present services so
as to achieve the objective while avoiding inconsistent pricing and
unnecessary interference to the operations.
Respondents Who Have Never Heard Nor Visited KFC
Upon reading the brochure of KFC's products, the respondents gave
the following response on the following aspects of KFC.
Only 5.7 percent of the respondents who have been heard nor tried
KFC showed little interest in KFC's services. This shows KFC's
sercices have certain attractions appealed to general public. How to
manipulate these strengths eg. food variety and promote them to
initiate trial and repeat purchases from customers would be the foci
of the recommendations shortly followed in next chapters.
TABLE 7.12
COMMENTS TO KFC'S SELECTED ASPECTS




















































































































































Remarks: a - very dissatisfied, e- very satisfied.
TABLE 7.13
REASONS FOR RESPONDENTS' TENDENCY TO VISIT KFC
Reasons Number













65.7 percent of this group of respondents consider that they have
great tendency to try KFC's products because of the strong
attractions of food items (50%), convenient locations (29%) and fair
pricing (21%).
The major reason quoted for not going to KFC is its inconvenient
locations.
These illustrated that in fast food services, convenience of
store locations is a very critical point. Many fast food stores have
suffered from poor location planning and resulted in Waterloo. KFC,
in its development plan, should never limit its focus on increasing
the number of retailing outlets only, the expected customer flow rate
and potential sales volume of a store location must always be
considered first.




SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS
The key question to this research study is whether
Kentucky Fried Chicken has the potential to expand its
market to the young customers between the age of 8 and 19.
The literature review and the research findings can give
some indications to the market potential. Based on the
research surveys and focus group analysis, the findings are
summarized below.
Market Trend
The fast food market has increased by 17 percent in the
business turnover in 1985. It is expected that the growth
rate will last for several years. Mr Michael Chan, the
Director of Administration of Cafe De Coral said that fast
food was more acceptable these few years than ten to fifteen
years ago and the people did not just go for a quick lunch,
but also for breakfast and dinner too. This is a trend in
itself which follows the pattern of the industrialized
nations.
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Popularity of Fast Food
According to the research, everyone aged 8 to 19 has
made at least one purchase in any fast food shop. Since
Hong Kong is a Westernized city, fast food is very
acceptable to the population, especially to the young
people. It is part of the life style for the target group to
go to fast food frequently. The findings of the two
quantitative surveys illustrate that most of them go to a
fast food shop as frequently as at least once a week.
Convenience, popularity of Western food and good taste are
the main motivating forces to push them to consume fast
food.
Purchasing Power
The purchasing power of young people is also
unexpectedly great. Most hobbies they enjoy are expensive,
such as bawling, snooker and electronic computer games.
Although the McDonald's hamburger is expensive, it is
successful in targeting at its young customers. The average
spending for each purchase is $11.92 and $12.89 respectively
for the general market survey and the instore survey.
Attitudes Towards Chicken
Many potential target customers like to eat chicken
and, they have many positive con-ents towards fried chicken.
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Kentucky Fried Chicken's Existing
Customers Satisfaction
The customers' satisfaction can, to a certain extent,
be indicated by the most customers repurchase. If they do
not like Kentucky Fried Chicken, they would not make
repurchase. The excellent, delicious food taste is one of
the big attractions.
Potential among Non Kentucky
Fried Chicken Customers
The main reasons of non Kentucy Fried Chicken
customers for not going to Kentucky Fried Chicken are
inconvenient and unknown store location, not having a
negative comment about the store. The findings may indicate
that the likelihood of the target group to make first trial
in Kentucky Fried Chicken is high.
As a conclusion, it is an opportunity for the
management to expand the target market. The target
customers aged between 8 and 19, who are the core of market,
have even greater market potential than the existing
customers whose age is between 20 and 39.
Before the marketing strategies are proposed, the
management should have a full understanding of the Kentucky
Fried chicken's strengths and weaknesses as implicated in
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this research:
Strenciths of Kentucky Fried Chicken
1. The taste of food is good.
2. Its stores are tidy and clean.
3. The service is efficient.
4. The product range is unique as its main competitors are
specialized in products other than fried chicken.
5. The food offered is perceived to have good nutrition.
6. It has achieved a high awareness level in the target
group.
Weaknesses of Kentucky Fried Chicken
1. The pricing is a little too high.
2. The distribution network is not strong enough.
3. It has a smaller market share than most of its
competitors.
The fast food market is facing numerous threats that
should be taken into consideration for further business
development. The market has developed very rapidly in past
years, but it may stagnant in the near future. In addition,
the competition is fierce and increasingly keen. While
there are entrants in the market, there are also numerous
closures. It is not easy to survive.
As a summary, the children and teenagers are heavy
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consumers of fast food. With high purchasing power,
acceptance of Western food and popularity of fried chicken
among this group of consumers, Kentucky Fried Chicken
should make use of this good opportunity to strengthen
Kentucky Fried Chicken should try its best to improve some




According to the research findings, Kentucky Fried
Chicken has the potential to develop its target market
among children and teenagers aged 9 to 19.
Before the new marketing strategies are planned and
formulated, the business of Kentucky Fried Chicken should be
well defined. Its definition is stated as a chain of fast
food restaurants that offers its customers with efficient
services of specialized American styled fried chicken and a
wide variety of other food items. The general key
objectives of the management are to offer its customers with
good taste, nutritional food in enjoyable eating
environments and promote Kentucky Fried Chicken as a leader
in the fast food industry.
The two main goals of the Kentucky Fried Chicken that
have to be achieved are:
1. To increase its market share to 25% in coming 8 years.
2. To improve its store image as a specialized store of
fried chicken and a place for fun and delicious food.
After the market situation and internal characteristics
of the chain store are carefully analysed, the
recommendations on the marketing mix including pricing,




Two choices: pea sausage soup
Russian vegetable soup
3. New Specially for you set meal $10.90
One piece of chicken+
Small French fries/ small salad+
Small soft drink/coffee/tea
$4.504. Jelly Sundae (Vanilla)
$3.50Jelly only
Vanilla soft ice cream with chocolate dressing $4.00
5. Carlsberg Beer in can $4.00
The introduction of meal box during lunch time provides
convenience not only to the students with full-day schooling
but also to office workers. The meal box package can be
taken away for consumption. Kentucky Fried Chicken can also
gain more business without restricted by the limited store
space. Simultaneously, Kentucky Fried Chicken can gain the
market share from its competitors who are making great
profit from lunch-time business.
Excluding drinks, most present available set meals are
priced between $12.5 and $15.0. The pricing is above the
average of $12.0 among the target customers aged 8 to 19.
In order to keep this group of valuable customers,
Specially for you set meal including a drink and with
competitive price is proposed.
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From the focus-group findings and Seven-Eleven's
experience, ice cream is very welcome by children and
teenagers. This product does not only consist of the
popular soft ice cream but also the unique and special
jelly.
Since fried chicken is perceived to be heaty,
offering beer which is a Western herbal tea for individuals
aged above 15 is a good idea because the Chinese believe
that herbal tea can eliminate the side effect caused by-the
heat. About the package, can is the best choice due to easy
instore operations and carry-away convenience. It seems
that Carlsberg matches more with the high class store image
than the other brands like San Miguel. Thus, Carlsberg is
recommended.
In sumary, it is recommend to introduce more food
items at a more competitive pricing.
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Distribution
The main factor to prevent the people who are aware of
Kentucky Fried Chicken from ever visiting any Kentucky Fried
Chicken store is inconvenient and unknown location which may
be improved by effective advertising and strong distribution
network.
At present, there are four stores located at Jordan,
Causeway Bay, Central and Shatin respectively. A new store
will be opened in Tsim Sha Tsui very soon. In review of
these locations, the Kentucky Fried Chicken management has
already taken the major factors such as the accessibility by
traffic, pedestrian flow and purpose of land use into
consideration. These are also the significant selection
strategies for its competitors such as McDonald and Cafe De
Coral. After evaluation, the main problem may lie on the
small number of branches and insufficient advertising.
The insufficient advertising, in fact, can be improved
easily by placing some appealing advertising in the near by
area to indicate the location of store. For example, in. New
Town Plaza, advertising on light box can be placed near to
the junction between exit of Kowloon-Canton Railway station
and entrance of New Town Plaza to draw the people's
attention and awareness of that Kentucky Fried Chicken
store.
Regarding the distribution network, the number of
branches should be increased, but only with very careful
planning to avoid from the harmful effect of too rapid
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expansion. The satellite towns with rapid urban development
and increasing population may be feasible locations for new
stores. With the existing location selection criteria and
the satellite towns consideration, it is suggested that Tuen
Mum, Tuen Wan, Hung Hum, Kwai Chung and North Point be
advantageous location for future stores.
The newly developed towns where there is not very keen
competition from the other fast food shop yet should be
first priority for new openings than the well established
areas such as North Point.
The cost of hiring a store is also a constraint for
selecting site. It is easy to understand why the existing
stores located in town occupy two floors instead of one. In
fact, the stores located in satellite areas, if possible,
should occupy one floor which will facilitate easier
operations. A part of the store should be designed and
decorated as children's corner for birthday party or
youngsters' gatherings.
In simple words, the distribution network should be




Promotion is one of the important tools to achieve target market
objectives. It is especially significant for KFC which is still in
the early development stage and has to strive for a higher awareness
level, arouse customers' interests so as to initiate more trial and
repeated purchases.
KFC's efforts in promotion in past years can be summarized in
Table 9.1 attached for reference.
TABLE 9.1
A SUMMARY OF KFC'S PROMOTIONAL EFFORTS FROM 1985 TO 1987
Stage Period Media Messacre
1 May, 86 Print media
(Ming Pao Weekly,
Metropolitan weekly
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3 September Print Media
(same as above)
11 Herbs Spices
- the uniqueness of
Kentucky Fried Chicken
cooked with 11 herbs
SDices— a taste one
won't forciet.
秦毳
4 October Print Media




KFC serves you with
a wide variety of food




6 March, 87 TV Media, JADE Kentucky Fried Chicken

























































































































































Apart from the Print and TV Media, the Swire Marketing Company has
also made use of the Poster Ads of the MTR stations that fall within
the catchman area of each KFC store. The message on these Poster Ads
is mainly to reinforce the promotion theme in each stage.
To sum up, we find that the previous promotional efforts are
focused on the taste and strength of the products, especially the
Kentucky Fried Chicken. The carefully planned and decorated KFC
stores and the friendly and courteous sales people are ignored. The
latter can also be the strengths in attracting people who enjoy fast
and delicious fried chicken and appreciate the comfortable eating
environment and friendly services. Moreover, the advertisements did
not pinpoint the sites of the KFC stores in an eye-catching position.
This is undesirable because even the advertisement can initiate the
need of the audience, if they have no idea of the location, their
impulse to try KFC's products would be quickly resolved. Thus, in
arranging the future promotion activities, the good taste of KFC's
products, convenient locations, comfortable environment and friendly
salesforce must be stressed.
Considerations in Promotion Planning
In planning the future promotion strategy, we are concerned with
KFC's business nature, its development stage, the target market
segment and findings drawn from the surveys.
Firstly, Kentucky Fried Chicken, strictly speaking, is a new
product in the fast food industry. From the Product Life Cycle
perspective, it has undergone the most difficult and critical stage of
the embryonic stage. To enable the business to prosper, a more
diffusive and effective promotion campaign is recommended to arouse
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greater public interests in KFC services so as to initiate a higher
trial rate and to retain the market share presently held. A good
promotion campaign will provide KFC a mature base for the 'taking-off'
moment in its subsequent and rapid growing stage of the product life
cycle.
Secondly, marketing plans should be considered with attentions to
the needs and attributes of the target market. In expanding the
target markets to children and youngsters under 19, a special package
will be required. From various studies, children are found to have
great influential power over their parents or guardians. Teenagers
often visit fast food store with their companions and purchase their
own food. Efforts, therefore, should work direct to them: to
initiate their interests in KFC, to stimulate their desire and in turn
influence their parents or friends to purchase from KFC.
Finally, from our survey around the catchman area, it is found
that KFC has achieved 81 percent awareness level which was
substantially resulted from the various promotion efforts. About 50
percent of the respondents ever heard of KFC have not tried KFC
services. The major reasons for this are: 1. they are ignorant of the
store location, 2. they find the locations inconvenient-to them.
These highlighted that promotion campaigns should not only impress
people with its excellent products, the locations of each store should
also be stressed, in particular for those which are not located on the
main roads.
Objectives
The key objectives of the promotion are:
1. to raise the awareness level of KFC's products and store sites,
2. to strengthen KFC's image as a fast food store with rich food
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variety and an eating environment with fun, good taste and style,
3. to promote KFC's trade-mark for easy recognition and recalling,
4. to establish a Public Relations Ambassador to attract the
children customers, and
5. to stimulate first trial and encourage repeat consumption so as to
develop customers' preference to KFC.
The process of developing the market position through promotion
activities are summarized as follows:
Create awareness-- Arouse interests- Stimulate first trial
-- Encourage repeat consumption- Develop Preference to KFC
Strategies
The strategies employed in achieving the objectives can be




1. To raise the public awareness level on KFC's products and locations
2. To inform the public with the seasonal sales promotion in stores
3. To outstand the uniqueness and good taste of Kentucky Fried Chicken
4. To impress the target market customers with the friendly,
comfortable environment in each KFC store and its efficient services
Audience
All individual in the target market.
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Messages
The messages of the advertisements would be differentiated in
different media. The major media are TV as one type and print and
poster ads of the MTR stations as another type. The TV ads would be
designed to figure out the strengths of KFC such as its decoration,
excellent services and good taste of the food. In print media, only
one very particular aspect of KFC would be emphasized, and to avoid
the diminishing impressive effects of print media, we suggest KFC
prepare print advertisement of different themes and promote them at
scheduled plan.
A. TV advertisement
Themes: 1. Kentucky Fried Chicken--- it tastes so good that you
just can't resist the fashion in Fingers Nicking Good
2. Seasonal brief: for every big festival events,
advertisements should be seasonalized to cope with the in-store sales
promotion functions such as gift-giving, photo-taking'and etc. These
advertisements should focus on conveying the various sales promotion
incentives to public to induce trial and repeat purchase.
Background: A corner in a KFC store with sort luting, Jagnt music,
comfortable seating and friendly salespeople serving customers with
delicious Kentucky Fried Chicken food items. A group of customers
would be focused and showed their satisfaction with the food and
services. The advertisement slogan would be read out and printed at
the end. To complement, people of different age segments would act as
the focused customers in turn.
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Briefs: Prepare advertisement briefs to draw attention to the
locations of the KFC stores and the sales promotions implemented.
B. Print advertisment
The themes would be focused on: 1. KFC's special and novel'
taste-Fingers Nicking Good, 2. KFC's food variety -Rich in
Nutrients, Fun and Taste, 3. KFC's packaged Party Full Services -A
call would be all that needs 4. KFC's birthday party at store
Kentucky wish you a Happy Birthday.
The advertisements of these themes would be exposed at different
phase of the promotion campaign.
Campaign period
April 1987 to March 1988.
Media
TV, magazines and MTR/KCR stations' poster ads are effective media
to reach the target groups. The media schedule is proposed as:
TABLE 9.2
ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN AND SCHEDULE
Type Name Schedule
TV Jade From April 1 to April 15
June 10 to June 20
July 5 to July 20
August 5 to August 20
October 10 to October 20
December 1 to December 10
February 1 to February 15
A total of three to four spots (20 sec.
each) between 16:00 to 18:30 and 19:30
to 21:00 on each alternate weekdays.
A total of 3-4 spots between 10:00 to
12:00 and 15:00 to 18:00 on Saturday and
Sunday per week.





From April to May
July to August
December to January 88
Newspaper Teens Weekly From April to August
Poster Ads MTRKCR stations All year round
Advertising schedule:










The fully packaged services of the TV channel are the economic and
effective means to achieve the advertising programs. Yet, to ensure
good quality products, the marketing officers must clarify the themes
of the advertisements during design and keep tight supervision on the
processing.
The present relationships with agents in the photos-taking and
leaflet and brochure designs would be reinforced. There would be more
new posters and leaflets designed to meet the promotion themes.
Contacts between the advertising designer and scripts-underwriter and
the marketing officer would increase to ensure that products would
net the required standards and timing.
Budgeting
Around $4,000,000 are allocated to support the program.
Public Relations
The public relations section would help to outstared the symbol and
identity of KFC. Customers from 9 to 19 have preference to try new
and interesting products. Their loyalty to purchase or consumption
would develop from their identification to KFC. To establish the point
of identification, a cartoon-like idol' Colonel Fried Chicken'
would be created as the Public Relations Ambassador. HE
would appear in the advertisement and participate actively in the
seasonal sales promotion functions which include photo-taking, sending
greeting cards and etc.
For the long term development consideration and to ensure the
promotion efforts an integrated series, a co-ordination officer would




Qualifications: Post secondary or tertiary education with 1-2
years working experience in marketing
administration
1. To coordinate the activities of different sections tcDuties:
implement the promotion campaigns.
2. To liaise with promotion media on the contents and
release of the advertisements.
3. To arrange Colonel Fried Chicken visiting KFC stores
during seasonal promotions.
4. To keep good relations with print media and arrangE
sponsorships in terms of Coupons so as to initiate
trial visits.
Salary: 3,000 to 3,500 per month,
sales promotion
The advertisement and public relations can arouse public interests
in KFC. The sales promotion in each store would, if properly managed,
attract customers from nearby geographical areas and consolidate their
impulse and intentions to try and repurchase from KFC.
Objectives
1. To keep sales promotion in pace with the themes of advertisements.
2. To seasonalize the sales promotion activities with appropriate
decorations and gift-givings so as to initiate new feelings and
impulses from customers to purchase from KFC.
3. To distribute coupons in form of sponsorships for some students
organizations and activities to develop KFC's image to young people.
4. To encourage first trial and repeated consumptions from customers.
Strategies
1. Seasonalize the sales promotion activities.
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The young people and children, as already discussed, like trying
new things and appreciate changes that bring them new feelings and a
sense of fashion. Therefore, the sales promotion must be designed
with the seasonal mood. These would include in-store decoration,
gift-givings, fun activities and others. The following is the
tentative sales promotion activities to be held on some big holidays.
TABU 9.3
TENTATIVE SALES PROMOTION CAMPAIGN
Period Activities
Children's Day gift-givings: stationery like pencil, rubber
April 4 and 5 upon purchase of a set meal or Jelly Sundae.
Easter Holiday
April 10 to 20 distribute seasonal greeting cards to all
customers upon purchase of a set meal
April 17 to 20 Colonel Fried Chicken would visit each KFC
store to take picture with children and sign
his name on the KFC's greeting cards.
The visiting hours for Colonel Fried Chicken
would be: 11:30- 14:30 and 16:30- 18:30
with one session in each store each day.
April 5 to 20 Store decorations with Easter spirits
Summer Vacations Free soft drink upon purchase of a set meal
July to August Discount on dessert items
Christmas Holiday
December 1 to 31 distribute greeting cards decorate stores
December 23 to 27 Colonel Fried Chicken dressed like Santa
Clause visits each store and take photos with
the children and sign on the cards.
Sponsorships to student organizations and activities
The company can offer some coupons to the Students Travel Bureau.
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to stimulate the trial and repeat purchase from students. These
coupons would define the type of free services and the expiration date




July and AugustJelly Sundae
from September to December 15.Soup
3. Reinforce the awareness level on KFC store locations
Since the survey findings reflected that many people, though
showed some interests in KFC's products, have little information on
KFC's store locations. Therefore, KFC should strengthen public
awareness on its store locations. Besides selecting busy sites for
store locations, it should also erect eye-catching road sign with
KFC's international trade mark and infloresent lightings on the main
roads to attract and direct potential customers to visit KFC.
Budgeting
Around one million dollars would be allocated on the sales
promotion.
Summary
In the whole marketing plan, promotion is the area which requires
the largest amount of fund five million dollars. The money would
be worthwhile. In implementing the promotion campaign properly, the
advertisement, public relations and seasonalized sales promotion would
effectively raise the public awareness level on KFC and induce their
interests to try and continue the repeated purchases.
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Yet, promotion is most effective in inducing customers' interests
and desire to buy from KFC. Whether they can be turned into loyal
customers of KFC, it depends heavily on KFC's products and services.
There is no doubt on KFC's high quality and delicious products. The
other area that marketing people now should focus is rendering better
services. How to train KFC people up to serve customers with




The main business of Kentucky Fried Chicken is made
through retailing. Thus, the sales force focuses on the
sales staff in the stores. Strategies for sales force
should concentrate on improving the quality of staff through
training.
The quality of staff can be measured by their working
efficiency and working attitudes (including punctuality,
absenteeism, diligence and willingness to learn). The
training on courtesy and selling techniques should be taken
place in the initial employment of all sales staff including
the part time workers. Besides smiles and politeness,
active selling techniques is also important training
courses. For example, when a lady comes in to order for a
meal box in lunch time. The sales staff can politely ask
whether she would like to order a drink which costs her only
$1.00 more as special offer. The sales staff should take
initiative to both concern and serve the customers.
However, over enthusiasms should be avoided.
It is not easy to maintain the quality of staff without
enough job motivation which can be achieved by developing a
Kentucky Fried Chicken culture and incentive system. The
staff will have a higher moral if all of them can gain a
commission level though the amount is small after achieving
the sales target of that store. To develop a play hard,
work hard culture can help the staff work happily and thus
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reduce the labor mobility. In order not to project a
high-labor-mobility image to Kentucky Fried Chicken, it is
suggested that the employment advertising be better placed
in mass media than placed outside the store.
The main constraint for expanding retail business is
the limited resources including staff and size of store. It
may be a good idea for the management to consider to boost
up the hot-line business when the competition is not so
keen. That is, a central telephone hot-line system is set
up for both accepting orders and arranging delivery for the.
clients. When delivery is necessary, the extra traveling
expenses will be charged.
As a summary, the main strategy on sales force is to





Since the marketing environment is dynamic and competitive,
regular management review is definitely necessary. The entry of any.
new brand, the price reduction and strategies of competitors, the
change in consumption pattern of consumers and the other external
factors are uncontrollable variables which lead to uncertainty.
Therefore, the proposed marketing plan is flexible and subject to
modification when necessary.
The control job provides the feedback that leads to modifying
marketing strategies. Control plays an important role to guide the
direction of marketing plan and the whole marketing process.
Modification or readjustments should be made as soon as possible when
the progress of the plan is unsatisfactory and, or if market
conditions that form threats or opportunities to the business are
identified.
Objectives
1. To create channels to collect information on market conditions
and feedback from customers and salespeople.
2. To provide means to evaluate the effectiveness of the marketing
programs.
3. To keep informed of the market conditions so as to arrange
modifications in marketing programs for better results.
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4. To make the marketing programs responsive and flexible to meet
market conditions.
Control Methods
The methods by which marketing programs can be controlled include
the following:
1. Marketing research
KFC should contract outside research company to conduct some
small scale marketing research surveys used to measure the change in
customer's attitudes to KFC, marketing performance of KFC and the
advertising effectiveness. The change in product image can be
quantified in the pre and post advertising tests.
2. Information of market conditions
Syndicated studies on the fast-food industry should be purchased
for reference. These studies would provide data on general market
conditions and compositions of the cored customers. Information on
these areas would shed some lights on the opportunities and
positioning of KFC and is imperative for reference in effective
marketing planning.
3. Feedback from customers and salesforce
Each store should install a suggestion box through which customers
may express their comments, feelings and suggestions to KFC's
services. The salespeople are also requested to report the sales
performance and customers' feedback. An evaluation meeting should be
held fortnightly to analyse the feedback from all sources to assess
the process performance and propose modifications where appropriate.
5. Marketing cost analysis
Regular analysis of expenses and profits on monthly basis is
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required to provide a control to the marketing plan. The data shoulc
be broken down into different accounts to analyse the profitability
which provides a basic ground for the formulation of future plan:
and strategies.
6. Standing committee meeting
A standing committee should hold meeting monthly. The comittee
members should include representatives of each store, the public
relations section and the marketing section. The members would
analyse the feedback and progress of the marketing strategies so as
to recommend modifications in the marketing plan.
Conclusion
There are many supportive findings from researches that KFC has
much potential to expand its target market to people from 9- 19 so
as to enhance profitability.
Such an expansion would demand marketing people to re-orientate
KFC marketing plan to attract new target customers visiting KFC.
From the research findings, we recommend KFC a new'marketing -mix
with: expanded menu variety, extended price range, more diffusive
distribution network, more diffusive promotion campaigns and more
courteous sales services. These are so arranged to achieve the
business objectives of KFC in acquiring more market share, building
up KFC's image and keeping up with the long-term development plan.
It is understood that market conditions are changing
continuously. Planning based on today's information may turn
ineffective tomorrow once market situations differ. Therefore, a
control system is imposed to keep the marketing people informed of
the update infromation and thus, respond to changes effectively to
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achieve the marketing objectives. KFC, in developing its business
healthily, should always be responsive to market conditions and adopt
an on-going and flexible approach in planning its strategies to
attract the target market segment as customers.
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CHAPTER XI
LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH
The methodology applied to study the present research
is not perfect with the given constraints and limited
resources available. The goal to strive for perfection in
research is never attained. As the others researches, this
research has its own limitations which are analysed as
follows:
1. The small sample size of the two quantitative surveys may
affect the sampling error. However, because of the
limited manpower and time, the proposed sample size is
the maximum attainable limit that can achieved.
2. The selection of samples is limited by the number and
location of the spots where the interviews are taken
place.
3. Because of the younger age, the children aged between 8
and 12 cannot be asked very complicated and sophisticatec
quantitative questions, which in fact may provide useful
information for analysis.
4. Children aged under 8 are also potential customers who
should have been interviewed. However, since they are
too young, conduction of surveys or focus groups among
them is not feasible.
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5. The information on the influence of children or teenagers
on their parents' purchasing decision is beyond the scope
of this research. Further research is advised to
interview the parents for the youngsters' influential
power.
In addition, certain problems will be met in the
understanding of and in the execution of our strategic
recommendations. These are summarized below:
1. Product
The introduction of new products such as lunch boxes and
soup must be approved by the franchiser in the United
States. However, some of these products are very
localized and Chinese style that they may not be so
easily accepted by the franchiser as the new products may
affect the image of the whole chain under the
multinational business operation.
As more products will be introduced in the store. the
operations management will be more complicated. Better
planning is required, otherwise the efficient service
will be affected.
2. Distribution
It is a problem of cost versus benefit. It is
desirable to set up more branches at convenient and
accessible location, but it may not be so easy to afford
such a high rental expense. Cost is normally positively
corelated with the accessibility of location. The better
the location, the more expensive the rental cost or land
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value the store will be. A less convenient store may
cost less, but the sales turnover may not be so
desirable.
3. Sales forces
As in the other fast food shops, recruitment and training
are problems if the labor mobility is high due to the
foreseeable prospect available in the coriany. It is not
easy to create high loyalty to the store among the sales
forces.
4. Promotion advertising
Again, budgeting is a problem. Promotion and advertising
are very effective but extremely expensive. A total of
$5,000,000 is required to fulfill the proposed plans
given in this report.
Generally speaking, money is the basic problem of the
strategic recommendations. Both people's efforts and money
are the key factors for the successful execution of the
marketing plan. If the management can make full devotion to
Kentucky Fried Chicken store and has full confidence in its
potential in its potential in the domestic market, the.
company should act aggressively to make its dreams come true
and achieve its excellent performance. The outlook of
Kentucky Fried Chicken is promising if the management is

























Hi, we are the MBA students of the Chinese University o
Hong Kong. We are conducting a research on fast food shop whit
provides self-serviced food to the customers. Please fill ou
the following questionnaire for us. All information will be kep
confidential. Thank you.
1. Which fast food shops have you heard of before?
McDonald Hamburger 1
Cafe de Coral 2
Cafe de Fairwood 3
Burger King 4
Kentucky Fried Chicken 5
Maxim's Fast Food 6
Others (PLEASE SPECIFY)
2. Haw frequent do you go to a fast food shop?
At least once a week 1
2At least once two weeks
At least once a month 3
4At least once 3 months
Less frequent 5
6Never
























5.) What do you think about fried frozen chicken?
Unfavourable CommentsFavourable Comments
4Too heety1Delicious
5Has frozen taste2Meat is tender
6Not fresh3Crispy skin
Others (Pls. specify)Others (Pls. specify)
If you have heard of Kentucky Fried chicken in Q1, please answer
Q6 to Q12, otherwise go to Q13- Q16
6. Have you ever been to any Kentucky Fried Chicken Store which
is opened last year?
YES- Go to Q8.- Q12
NO- Go to Q7'






6Crowded environment/not enough seats
Others (PLEASE SPECIFY)
8. How many times have.. you ever been to Kentucky Fried Chicken
Store?
1Once
22 to 5 times
3More than 5 times
9. Why do you go to Kentucky Fried Chicken Store?









9Recommended by family members
10Recommended by companions
Others (PLEASE SPECIFY)
10. Please indicate your opinion on the following attributes of
Kentucky Fried Chicken Store on a 5-point scale.
1 - very dissatisfied































(i±) Have you ever tried the following food items offered in


















































12. What don't you like about Kentucky Fried Chicken?
If you have not heard of Kentucky Fried Chicken in Ql, please
read the KFC's brochure and answer 013 - 016.
13. Please indicate your opinion on the following attributes of
Kentucky Fried Chicken Store on a 5-point scale.
1 - very dissatisfied

























14. Now, you have been told that there is Kentucky Fried Chicken




























































































































































































































































































































































































The primary data for the research are collected through both
qualitative and quantitative field work. These works tap the
relevant market information concerning the target market segment.
The time, locations and the respondents' composition in terms
of sex and age are summarized in the following.
A. Qualitative Survey
Number of Groups: Four
Size of Groups: Eight children in each group
Composition: Two groups in boys and two groups in girls
The children are aged from 8 to 12
Each child can know no more than one
member of the same group.
Time: January 5- 16, 1987.





Composition: 106 boys and 96 girls
114 aged from 13- 16 and 88 from 17- 19
Time: December 20- 29, 1986.
Locations: MTR and busy sites that fall into each
Kentucky Fried Chicken shop catchman area
Instore Survey
Sampling Size 51
Composition: 25 boys and 26 girls
22 aged from 13 -16 and 29 from 17 -19
Time: January 15- 18, 1987.






VARIA3lc LABELS H6AR01 EViiR HcARO OF MCDONALD
H EAR02 'EVER HEARD OF CAFE D6 CORAL
HEAR03 'cVtR HEARu GF CAFE Oc FAIRWGGQ
H cARD4~ EVER HEARD OF' oLiftGEPXINGr —
HEAR05 'EVER HEARD GF KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
HEARD6 'EVER HEARD GF MAXIM '
FREV 'FREQUENCY GF VISITING FAST FOOD T n R f •
FFSV FAST FOOD STORE MOST GFIcN VISll-O'
RQFVI R EASQN 1 FOR VISITING THE FAVORITE STORE
ROFV2 'REASON 2 FOR VISITING THE FAVORITE STORE
R0FV3 REASON 3 FOR VISITING THE FAVGRITF STDRF•
TTOFV4 REASQN~~ 4~~FOR VTSTTTNG~TTTE~FAYURTTE STORE '
SPV 'SPENDING PER VISIT TO FAST FOOD STORE
FTOCI FEELING I TO FRIED CHICKEN
FTOC2 'FEELING 2 TO FRIED CHICKEN
FTGC3 Fb-LING 3 TO FRIED CHICKEN
FTQC 4 'FEELING 4 TO FRIED CHICKEN
IFVK EVER VISITED KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN OR NOT
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WNOT1 REASON 1 FOR BEING HEARD BUT NOT VISITED KFC I
WN0T2 REASON 2 FOR BEING HEARD BUT NOT VISITED KFC
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WVIST1 'REASON I FOR VISITING KFCI
WVIST2 'REASON 2 FOR VISITING KFC
WVIST3 'REASON 3 FOR VISITING KFC
WIST 'REASON 4 FOR VISITING KFC'
PRICt 'COMMENT TG KFC PRICING
FOOD COMMENT TO THE FOOD VARIETY IN KFC
EFFIC COMMENT TO KFC EFFICIENCY OF SERVICES
— TASTE COMMENT TO THE TASTE OF KENTUCKY FRIFD CHICK FN
CLEAN COMMENT TO KFC STORE CLEANLINESS
CHICK1 IF EVER TRIED KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
CHICK2 COMMENT TO KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
FRIESI TF EVER TRIED KENTUCKY FRENCH FRIFS'
FRI6S2 'COMMENT TO KENTUCKY FRENCH FRIES
CAKE 1 IF EVER TRIED KENTUCKY CAKE
CAKE2 COMMENT TG KENTUCKY CAKE
SALAD1 'IF EVER TRIED KENTUCKY SAI AD'
SALAD2 COMMENT TO KENTUCKY SALAD
DESSERTI IF EVER TRIED KENTUCKY DESSERT
DESS5RT2 'COMMENT TO KENTUCKY OESSERT
KENCH1 'IF FVFR TRTFO KENTUCKY f.HIf.KFN HAMRURSFR
KENCH2 'COMMENT TO KENTUCKY CHICKEN HAMBURGER
CORNI IF EVER TRIED KENTUCKY CORN
CORN2 COMMENT TO KENTUCKY CORN
NQPRICE 'COMMENT ON KFC PRICING BY PEOPLE IGNORANT QFKFC'
NOFOOD 'COMMENT ON KFC FOOD BY PEOPLE IGNORANT QFKFC
NONUT COMMENT ON KFC NUTRITIONBY PEOPLE IGNORANT OF KFC
NOSPE COMMENT ON KFC MENU APPEALS
fiQNQT 'IF PFOP1 F IGNORANT OF KFC WOUID GO AFTFRWARDS'—
WHYGOI REASON I FOR PEOPLE IGNORANT OF KFC VISIT KFC
WHYG02 REASON 2 FOR PEOPLE IGNORANT OF KFC VISIT KFC
WHYN°T •REASON OF PEOPLE IGNORANT OF KFC NOT VISIT KFC
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FOOD COMMENT TO THE FOOD VARIETY IN KFC
GROUP 1 25 3.2400 0.879 0.176
GROUP 2 22 3.0000 0.816 0.174
,EFFIC COMMFNT TO KFC F FF TFT FNf Y OF SERVICES
GROUP 1 25 3.8000 0.957 0.191
GROUP 2 22 3.8636 1.207 0.257
TASTE COMMENT TO THE TASTE OF KENTUCKY FRIED C
GROUP 1 23 3.6522 0.982 0.205
GROUP 2 22 3.6364 1.217 0.259
CI FAN COMMENT TO KFC STORF CLEANLINESS
GROUP 1 25 4.2400 0.879 0.176
GROUP 2 22 4.2273 0.922 0.197
T - T E S T
POOLED VARIANCE ESTIMATE SEPARATE VARIANCE ESTIMATE
F 2-TAIL
VALUE PROB.
T DEGREES OF 2-TAIL
VALUE FREEDOM PROB.
T DEGREES OF 2-TAIL
VALUE FREEDOM PROB.
2.96 • 0.012 0.63 45 0.532 0.61 32.82 0.546
1.16 0.736 0.97 45 0. 340 0.97 44.86 D.337
1.59 0.274 -0.20 45 0.841 -0.20 39.97 0.844
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GROUP 1 22 2.5000 1.012 0.216
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FOOO COMMENT TO THE FOOD VARIETY IN KFC
GROUP I 22 3.3636 0-902 0.192
1.60 • 0.267 -1.29 45 0.205 -1.27 39.90 0.213
1 _ 1 D .A 1 A 1.83 45 0.074 1.81 41.30 0.078CD Dl ID 5 5 ? _ o onn r 7 ca r» i c t
PPPTr rnmucmt rn vcr ccctf rcwrv nc ccowrrccwwnriuii.i lu—rtr u—l. i I xu a t !.u i wi w m if ivl J
GROUP I 22 3.8636 1.167 0.249
GROUP 2 25 3.8000 1.000 0.200
1.36 0.464 0.20 45 0.841 0.20 41.68 0.843
TASTE COMMENT TO THE TASTE OF KENTUCKY FRIED C
GROUP 1 20 4.0000 1.214 0.271
GROUP 2 25 3.3600 0.907 0.181
1.79 O.17 ft 7.07 A3 n.nAQ 1.96 34.35 0.058
riCAkf rnuuciir to vcr cmrc ri cami tmcccLS vvynt'i T ud clcv v v f „ , ,GROUP 1 22 4.40910.6660.142
GROUP 2 75 4.0800 1.038 0.20B
2.43 0.044 1.27 45 0.209 1.31 41.37 0.196
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